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Abstract

This paper describes our solution for the 3rd YouTube-
8M video understanding challenge. The challenge of this
year is different from the previous challenge. Given a large
scale video dataset with video-level labels and a small scale
video dataset with segment-level labels, we are asked to rec-
ognize segments in videos this year. It can be regarded as
a weakly supervised learning problem. To answer the chal-
lenge, we propose a solution consists of three different mod-
els, i.e., segment-level classifier, self-attention mechanism,
noise learning classifier. Among them, the noise learning
classifier performs the best. By noise learning, it can reduce
the noise of label and sample for training, and improve the
performance. Moreover, we achieve the MAP of 0.78878 in
the private leaderboard by model ensemble based on intro-
duced models, ranking the 8th place on the challenge.

1. Introduction

With the development of the internet, video becomes a
popular way for people to share their life. Now, we can
understand the content of video by video classification [1]
and audio recognition [2]. As for knowing when events oc-
curred, we can utilize the temporal localization method [3]
by supervised learning.

However, the cost of supervised learning is very expen-
sive because of labeling accurate category and time stamp
for temporal localization in large scale of videos. There-
fore, weakly supervised learning approach is an alternative
solution to solve the problem.

Last year, video classification is still the only task in
the 2nd YouTube-8M video understanding challenge [4]
[5] [6]. Fortunately, the 3rd YouTube-8M video under-
standing challenge noticed this potential research field. This
year, YouTube-8M Segments Dataset was provided. In the
dataset, each segment indicates a topic in video. Normally,

there is more than one topic in most videos.

1.1. Dataset

The YouTube-8M Dataset and YouTube-8M Segments
Dataset are available this year. For the YouTube-8M
Dataset, samples are split into 3 partitions: training, vali-
dation and test set, following nearly 70%, 20%, 10% split.
The videos in the YouTube-8M Dataset are labeled with
3862 class and each video has an average of 3 video-level
tags. The video-level data from training set and validation
set can be used for pre-train model. In the YouTube-8M
Segments Dataset, there are about 237K 5-second segments
from the validation set of the YouTube-8M dataset. These
segments are labeled with 1000 different classes. Segments
in video are not all labeled because of expensive cost, only
5 segments per video are labeled on average. The dataset
does not provide original videos, while providing 1024-
dimensional Inception-v3 [7] feature and 128-dimensional
audio feature per frame.

1.2. Evaluation

Following the evaluation protocol of the challenge, we
report the score of Mean Average Precision@K (MAP@K).
Specifically, we first predict the segment classification
score, then sort the score in descending order. The MAP@K
score based on the ranking order is computed as:

MAP@K =
1

C

C∑
c=1

∑n
k=1 P (k)× rel(k)

Nc
, (1)

where K=100,000, C is the number of classes, P (k) is the
precision at cutoff k, n is the number of segments predicted
per class, rel(k) is an indicator function equaling 1 if the
item at rank k is a relevant class, or zero otherwise, and Nc

is the number of positively-labeled segments for the each
class.
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Figure 1. Overview of Baseline Solution. We divide solution into three stages. In the first stage, we pre-train on the video-level dataset. In
the second stage, we finetune on the segment-level dataset. In the third stage, we test on the test dataset.

2. Related Work

2.1. Video Classification

The YouTube-8M video understanding challenge in the
last two years mainly cares about video classification task.
One of keypoints for video classification is how to effi-
ciently aggregate the frames in video. Recurrent neural
networks, such as LSTM (Long Short-Term Memory net-
works) [8] and GRU (Gated recurrent units) [9] are general
solutions. These sequence modeling approaches can cap-
ture the temporal information in videos. However, not all
videos need to be regarded orderly [10]. Hence, a num-
ber of methods that do not explicitly model the video or-
der are proposed, such as DBoF (Deep Bag of Frames net-
works) [11], NetFV [12] and NetVLAD [13]. The methods
are also obtained excellent performance for video classifi-
cation. For instance, Lin et al. proposed NextVLAD and
ensemble method of MixNextVLAD to improve the origi-
nal NetVLAD by group convolution in the 2nd YouTube-
8M video understanding challenge. Following these good
practices, we also utilize NextVLAD variants for feature
aggregation.

2.2. Noise Learning

Noise learning is one of the weakly supervised learning
method which has been widely used in image field. Most of
noise learning solves the problem of label noise from raw
data. For instance, Hu et al. [14] create a residual structure
to reflect the difference between noise data and clean data.
Guo et al. [15] propose CurriculumNet to learn process with
designed curriculum and handle a massive amount of noise
labels and data imbalance effectively. Both two manners
serve as noise regularization and increase the generalization
of model.

Method MAP
Nextvlad 0.762

Nextvlad + Early Attention 0.771
MixNextvlad + Early Attention 0.779
MixNextvlad + Late Attention 0.782

Table 1. Self-Attention Mechanism Results

3. Weakly Supervised Classification Method

3.1. Problem Definition

Given a video X = {xn}Nn=1 consists of N segments,
where xn indicates a 5-second segment in X , we are asked
to predict the label for each segment. Now, we have large
scale of video-level label and small scale of segment-level
label. And we would like to get segment classification re-
sult. It is obviously a weakly supervised learning problem.

3.2. Segment-Level Classifier

As shown in Figure 1, segment-level classifier is the
baseline solution for weakly supervised segment classifi-
cation. By learning the solution in past competition, we
all know pooling approach works well, such as NetVLAD,
NetFV, DBoF, NextVLAD and MixNextVLAD. So, we
chose the best MixNextVLAD model for the backbone
of segment-level classifier. First, we selected a segment
from video randomly in the pre-train stage, then trained
the segment-level classifier on the training dataset and the
validation dataset in the YouTube-8M Dataset by treating
video-level label as segment-level label. Second, we fine-
tuned the segment-level classifier on all segment-level data
in the YouTube-8M Segments Dataset. Finally, we pre-
dicted the result on the test data in the YouTube-8M Dataset
by the segment-level classifier.

3.3. Self-Attention Mechanism

Self-attention mechanism approach is another solution
on the pre-train stage. By using this method, we would like
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Figure 2. Overview of Noise Learning Classifier. We randomly select a segment from video in the YouTube-8M dataset as a noise segment.
After stacking several of these noise segments and a clean segment in the YouTube-8M Segments Dataset, we send them to segment
classifier separately. Then we utilize the residual structure to reflect the difference between the noise segment and clean segment. Finally,
we calculate the video loss and segment loss at the same time.

Method Segment MAP
MixNextvlad 1 0.783

MixNextvlad + Attention2 2 0.781
MixNextvlad + Attention3 3 0.782
MixNextvlad + Attention4 4 0.777

Table 2. Segment of Different Amount Results

Method MAP
Dbof + Transfer Learning 0.745

Dbof + Noise Learning 0.764
Netvlad + Transfer Learning 0.758

Netvlad + Noise Learning 0.768
Nextvlad + Transfer Learning 0.771

Nextvlad + Noise Learning 0.782

Table 3. Noise Learning Classifier Results

to figure out whether the relation between segments would
have great influence on the recognition of video-level label.
Therefore, we computed the similarity of segment feature or
classification score among several segments, then use this
similarity as weight to combine each segment classification
score. In this way, we hope to get better pre-train model and
it actually worked in the multi-segment classifier. But when
we used multi-segment classifier at the pre-train stage, it’s
even a little worse than single segment classifier mentioned
above. Maybe it is caused by the inconsistency when we
train on the video-level label and then test on the segment-
level label. Meanwhile, segment label is single label, but
video label is multi-label. Also random selected sample will
produce huge noise.

3.4. Noise Learning Classifier

For problems mentioned above, we try to train on the
segment-level label and test on the segment-level label.

Also, we would better to reduce the noise of label and sam-
ple. In order to solve the problem of noise, we proposed
the noise leaning approach for videos by utilizing residual
structure in the multi-task learning field. It was inspired by
noise learning in images [14]. And this stage may be re-
garded as the improved version of finetune stage.

Figure 2 shows the overview solution of noise learning
classifier in video based above general segment-level clas-
sifier. After the pre-train stage, we first randomly selected
a segment data from video data (the YouTube-8M Dataset),
then we marked the segment data by video label and appar-
ently made the noise segment dataset. At the same time, we
added the original clean segment dataset(the YouTube-8M
Segments Dataset). Then we sampled from noise dataset
and clean dataset to form the segment batch. The segment
batch would be separately sent to two weight shared seg-
ment classifiers which are only different in fully connected
layer. Finally, we added two classification scores to com-
pute the video-level loss by segments from the noise dataset.
However, the segment-level loss was computed purely by
segment from clean dataset in the second classifier. This is
the whole process of the multi-task learning we proposed.

In order to train the model, we denote the loss of video
and segment as Lvid and Lseg . They can be formulated as
follows

Lvid = − 1

Nn

∑
i∈Dn

pilogli + (1− pi)log(1− li), (2)

Lseg = − 1

Nc

∑
j∈Dc

pj loglj + (1− pj)log(1− lj), (3)

where Nn is the number of samples in noise dataset. Nc is
the number of samples in clean dataset. i is a sample from
noise dataset Dn. j is a sample from clean dataset Dc. pi
indicates predict of sample i. pj indicates predict of sample
j. li is a label of sample i. lj is a label of sample j.



Method MAP
MixNextvlad + Nextvlad Noise + MixNextvlad Attention2 0.79757

MixNextvlad + Nextvlad Noise + MixNextvlad Attention2 + Netvlad Noise 0.79765
MixNextvlad + Nextvlad Noise + MixNextvlad Attention2 + Dbof Noise + MixNextvlad Attention3 0.79743

MixNextvlad + Nextvlad Noise + MixNextvlad Attention2 + Netvlad Noise + MixNextvlad Attention3 0.79756

Table 4. Final Ensemble method Results

And total loss can be formulated as follows

Ltotal = Lseg + αLvid, (4)

where α is a trade-off parameter between losses.

4. Experiments
4.1. Implementation Details

For noise learning classifier, it is based on
NextVLAD [6] backbone model. In the pre-train stage,
we randomly selected 5-second segments from the original
video training and validation data in the YouTube-8M
Dataset for training. The learning rate is initialized as
0.0002 and the optimization would be complete after 5
epochs. In the noise learning stage, we choose samples
from both clean dataset Dc and noise dataset Dn in a ratio
of 1:20. Furthermore, we also set α 20. The learning rate
is also initialized as 0.0002 and the optimization would be
complete after 3 epochs. In the test stage, we only use one
of the segment classifiers for clean dataset to predict the
top100 classification score.

4.2. Results

It is worth noting that all the performance scores in the
following tables are the public leaderboard which depends
on the evaluation results on approximately 20% of the test
data. The results of Section 3.3 are summarized in Table 1.
These models are all trained with three segments like tem-
poral segment networks [16]. And Nextvlad is the baseline
method in pre-train stage. Early attention means attention
weight is computed by feature after fusion. Late attention
means attention weight is computed by score after fusion.
Table 1 shows Late Attention is the best way to combine
information from various segments. It achieves MAP score
of 78.2%, making the improvement of 2% over the baseline.
As shown in Table 1, self-attention mechanism works well
in pre-train stage for video classification surely.

Additionally, we further the effect of segment number
used in the self-attention method. As shown in Table 2, the
classifier with the segment number of 1 performed best. It
is even a little better than original methods. The potential
reason we have analyzed above.

So, we proposed noise learning methods. And the result
is shown in Table 3. We can see noise leaning works better

than general transfer leaning in the finetune stage. Among
these results, noise learning classifier based on Dbof model
can make improvement over transfer learning by nearly 2%.
Netvlad model was improved by 1%. When testing on
Nextvlad model, MAP was also improved by 1%. It has
confirmed that our noise learning classifier can learn the dif-
ference between the clean data and the noise data. Thus, the
MAP result of single model has reached top.

4.3. Ensembling

For better performance, we combined various models
from three base methods mentioned above. Ensemble re-
sults are reported in Table 4. We attempted to combine dif-
ferent amount of models. First, we computed the average
score of 1000 class classification result of above models,
then just chose top100 score to output the final result. In
this way, we made the improvement over the single model
by nearly 1.5%. Finally, we chose the last ensemble method
in Table 4 as competition result and got score of 0.78878 in
the private leaderboard which is calculated with approxi-
mately 80% of the test data.

5. Conclusions
Compared with segment-level classifier and self-

attention mechanism methods, we can draw conclusion that
our proposed noise learning classifier is effective for weakly
supervised learning in videos. And by combining various
excellent single models, we finally made further progress
with ensemble models for our solution in the 3rd YouTube-
8M video understanding challenge.
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